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WEEK  1


WORKOUT # 1 Straight leg dead lift** (SLDL) Sit-ups **


Warm - up: Run or row 10 minutes


Straight leg dead lift** (SLDL) **Technique Instruction
Sit-ups ** x  reps **Technique Instruction
Push-ups x  reps
Pull-ups x reps
Step-ups x  reps
Planking - Front   30 second hold


Workout:


4 Rounds of;


Exercise 1 x 15
Exercise 2 x 15(Left)/15 (Right) Keep strides short
Exercise 3 x 15 No weight - arms out in front
Exercise 4 x 15 Squat thrust with a push-up
Exercise 5 x 15 10% or less of body weight(BW)
Row xxxx m (rate 1,rate 2,rate 3,rate 1) SPM Looking for max power here
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INTRODUCTION:  
 
This eight (8) week program is designed to help athletes with little or no strength training experience 
gain an understanding of basic positions necessary for proper and safe strength and conditioning. The 
exercise skills are added weekly in a specific order which will assist with efficient and proper skill 
development. It is highly recommended to start by using dumbbells instead of an Olympic bar, and that 
other resistance items such as medicine balls, kettlebells, etc., are kept light during this eight (8) week 
training program. Each new exercise will help build the skill necessary to work towards more complex 
movements. In addition preventative exercises are also included which help to reduce the risk of injury 
which is inherent with strength training and rowing. Combining a specific exercise sequence with rowing 
specific preventative exercises will help you to get the most out of your strength training experience as 
it relates to rowing.  
Intensity (resistance) is added to skills once they can be executed properly. It is highly recommended 
that athletes who are just starting out keep total resistance (weight) to five (5%) to ten (10%) percent of 
body weight. Athletes with more than once full (year round strength training) may be able to handle 
additional weight; this is up to the coaches discretion.   Safe technique must be maintained as additional 
weight is added to these lifts. One recommendation is that if you have previous experience with lifting 
weight but are not currently lifting as a part or your exercise routine that you follow the guidelines of a 
novice lifter. Once the eight week program is completed, your intensity level (resistance) could be 
increased to fifteen to thirty (15 - 30%) percent of individual body weight (BW). Once a solid year of this 
type of strength training is completed then intensity can be increased as appropriate.  
 
 
** No strength training program should be started before discussing its introduction with your family 
physician or other physician who works with musculoskeletal conditions. Please contact your doctor 
before beginning this program.  
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How to Use:  
 


This program is laid out with eight (8) week sessions. In the book marks you will find each week is 
separated so you can print it out one week at a time or if you like print the entire selection all at once. 
New exercise skills are highlighted in red and are the exercise skill to be taught for that particular 
session and during the remainder of the week. Each week new lifting skills will be taught, and at the end 
of eight (8) weeks a good grasp of the base exercises will be understood. This will serve as a basis for 
more advanced lifting skill development.  


The Basic Program only includes the training program and does not include snapshot photos (with 
comments) of each exercise. 


Standard Program: Each exercise has its own folder with snapshots of key points for the particular lift. 
These key points can be printed for display to the users of the program for review. Also a written 
description of each exercise is included in the same folder that helps give good instruction points for 
teaching athletes proper form. Some of the exercises are bookmarked to a specific photo of that 
exercise, however if you like you can go to the specific folder to look at all the key points for that 
exercise. 


Pro Program:  Coming soon!!  This program will include both printable snapshot photos as well as a 
video library of all of the exercises in the program.  


Equipment Needs: 


The equipment recommendations are for a group size of 20-25 athletes who are going to lift at the same 
time.  Adjust your equipment needs based on your specific group dynamic.  If you have more advanced 
lifters than you could adjust the weight levels upward for all the equipment listed below.  It may not be 
possible to obtain all the equipment below, however there are many substitute exercises that can use 
existing equipment.  


• Dumbbells - (4sets of; 8#, 10#, 12#, 15#, 20#, 25#) 


• Medicine Balls  - (2 of each; 8#, 10#, 12#) – Dynamax and D-Balls are good options 


• Pull-up bars  - ( 3) 


• Plyometric Boxes -  (2 x 18/20 inch box,  2-3 x 22/24 inch box)  Boxes come in slightly different 
heights based on the manufacturer 


• Resistive Bands/Cords – 41 inch bands 


• Physio/Swiss Balls – 5 to 6 (55cm balls) sizes can vary here but make sure you do not buy balls to 
big for your athlete.  The height of the ball should not exceed the top of the knee.   


• Olympic Bars can be used if you have proper lifting stations for them.  It is not advised to use 
bars without a proper set-up for safety reasons. 


• Concept 2 Rowing Ergometer - (minimum of 8-10) 
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 Straight Leg Dead Lift (SLDL):  
This is a key exercise for learning the relationship between the trunk and lower extremities. This movement is 
similar to body and arms away. When done correctly this exercise serves as the basis for all of the other 
exercises used in this program. This exercise teaches the athlete how to maintain the best spine position while 
strength training as well as with rowing. The SLDL can be used as a dynamic or static stretch and is a great 
strengthening exercise.  
1. Start in a standing position and ………………… (see yellow curve drawn in picture).  
2. Place the knees in an athletic position (slight bend). This knee bend will remain the same as the exercise 
progresses.  
3. Then begin to bend the trunk forward pivoting …………. Make sure to maintain a firm ……….. (convex curve) 
to occur as shown.  
4. As the trunk pivots ……..……………...  If however the spine is allowed to ……………………………………………………… 
5. Make sure that the head is……………………………………….. Keep a visual on ………………………... The chest should 
also be kept……………………………………...  
6. Remember that when the SLDL is done properly all movement comes from………………… 
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Sticky Note

SLDL Hip Travel Correct:The RED marker shows the starting position of the hip joint and the YELLOW marker shows the finish position.  Avoid a vertical movement downward with the hip joint.Copyrighted, Coach Kaehler, LLC












 


 Sit-up:  
Sit-ups are done many different ways and for different reasons. Here sit-ups are done without the feet 
stabilized to a solid object, and the legs are in an extended position. Resistance can be added to the movement 
at the chest, behind the head, and over the head (vertical position). There are other ways to resist this exercise 
that will not be discussed here. The exercise is done here using four levels of resistance which are 60%, 80%, 
100% and 100%+, and they are shown in the attached pictures. Once the trunk reaches about 45 degrees 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………etc. 
 
 
1. Start lying flat …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  
2. Initiate the movement by engaging the abdominal wall musculature………………………………………………………..  
3. Once the trunk reaches about 45 degrees (0 degrees is flat) begin to place the low spine…………………………  
4. Keep the low spine in this……………………………………………….............................................................................  
5. Hamstrings mobility will not………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..  
6. When using external resistance make sure the weight is held closely to the body. The further the resistance 
is from the belly button the…………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………… 
7. Vertical arm position - is used to…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
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Sticky Note

60% Sit-up with Resistance:A plate or dumbbell will work fine for added resistance.  Keep the weight high so it is in the middle of the chest.  Avoid placing the weight on the stomach.  Start the exercise on the back and pivot the trunk around the hips.  Head should be looking forward as shown to help promote extension in the mid and low back.  Do not have the head in a "chin to chest position" as this will promote flexion in the mid and low back.  If an athlete is looking at his feet on legs in the boat or on the erg the neck is in a flexed position and the mid and low back will follow that flexion pattern. Copyrighted, Coach Kaehler, LLC









